HOW TO BE SUCCESSFUL (Part 1)
Ralph “Yankee” Arnold

TEXT: Joshua 1:7-9 “….then thou shalt have good success.”

The quality of your life is in direct ratio to the quality of your thought patterns.

1. **Attitude determines your Altitude** ......................... Phil. 4:8
   All actions are born within the mind. Your Potential is established by your positive Biblical attitude. **Renew** the caliber of your thoughts to **renew** the caliber of your Life. *(Romans 12:2 & Romans 8:28)*
   *(Don’t curse the dark, light a candle)*

2. **Have Goal, will Travel** ..................................... Phil. 3:13,14
   I’d rather aim at something and miss, than aim at nothing and hit it. Lee Robertson If you don’t know where you’re going, any road will do. You will never achieve success until you define what success means to you. Without a goal, you are a drifter, and a drifter is equal to a loser. Never join the crowd until you know where it is going. Yard by yard is hard; inch by inch is a cinch.

3. **Plan for Profit** ............................................. 1 Cor. 9:19-24
   A short pencil is better than a long memory. You walk to success one step at a time.
   Plan your Work & Work your Plan; Work your Plan until your Plan doesn’t Work, then change your Plan.
   Nobody ever plans to fail; they just fail to execute the right plan. People seldom fail because they lack ability, but because they lack a schedule to fulfill their goal. Your dreams are more likely to be fulfilled if you don’t over sleep.

4. **Think Big, plan big; because God is Big**............ Heb. 10:35
   Be convinced you can do all that God says you can do. God-confidence that is not backed by action is dead. *(James 2:17)*
   How you live is an expression of your opinion about God. You only limit yourself by your own limited thinking. No man is ever any bigger than what it takes to get him down.

5. **Fear not controlled will destroy Success** .......... 1 Tim. 1:7
   To fill a man’s mind with worry, fear, & anxiety is the most costly and the least productive activity of man. These are dead give-a-ways to an undisciplined mind. They are a poor substitute for clear-cut thinking. **Happiness like success is not a destination, but a way of travel.** As love grows, fear goes. 1 John 4:18
   Worry & Fear are acquired habits; you can start them and stop them.